
Jewel in 
the crown

Stephen Cunliffe is reassured why Etosha 
is one of Africa’s hottest safari destinations
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A mouth-watering braai of thick, 
juicy steaks and tantalising 
boerewors, accompanied by a 

couple of well-chilled Tafel Lagers, had 
me feeling like a well-fed lion that had 
died and gone to heaven. It was 10 p.m. 
and with an early morning game drive 
planned for the next day, we debated 
whether it was bedtime or worth making 
one final visit to check out Okaukuejo 
Camp’s legendary floodlit waterhole. In 
the end we decided, what the hell, this 
was our first night in Etosha, so why not 
take a peek?

As we approached the edge of camp 
overlooking the waterhole, we immediately 
knew something extraordinary was  
under way. 

Springbok and wildebeest snorted 
alarm calls while the sound of hundreds of 
thundering hooves assailed our ears. Our 
eyes squinted as we willed them to adjust 
to the bright spotlights that flooded the 
waterhole with an eerie yellow glow. 

A savage scene of Africa at its most 
ruthlessly beautiful greeted us. An adult 
female giraffe lay pinned to the ground, 
hooves flaying wildly, as four lionesses 

slowly sapped her fight and eventually 
succeeded in suffocating her.  

These were harsh scenes to witness and, as we 
watched in shocked silence, more than one of 
our party had tears rolling down their cheeks. 

While it was tough to bear witness to the 
demise of a graceful giraffe at the hands of 
ruthless lionesses, it was a rare privilege to 
glimpse raw Africa at its wildest in the midst of 
the world-renowned Etosha National Park.

Most guidebooks will tell you that 
Etosha means “The Great White Place’’; an 
extremely apt description for a bleached 
landscape of shimmering heat. Dominated 
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by an enormous blinding-white salt pan 
covering a staggering 4 760km², this is a 
land scorched of all colour. 

The national park, proclaimed in 1907, 
comprises the vast pan surrounded by a 
gigantic chunk of arid wilderness in central-
northern Namibia. At over 22 000km², it is a 
reserve equivalent in size to the Netherlands! 

Etosha’s immense size has given rise to a 
second frequently touted translation: “Place 
of Emptiness”. However, as we explored the 
wildlife-rich flagship of Namibia’s national 
parks, I found it increasingly difficult to 
relate to this description. Etosha certainly is 
a place of near-endless space and deafening 
silence, but only the most audacious visitor 
would dare to describe it as “empty”.

Occasionally, when heavy summer rains fill 
the pan, a plethora of water birds, including 
flamingos numbering in the millions, visit 
Etosha, temporarily transforming The Great 
White Place as they briefly flood the area 
with colour.  

For most of the year, however, the pan 
remains bone-dry; an immense and 
foreboding spectacle that offers only the 
illusion of water. This prompted Hu Berry, 

former warden of Etosha, to coin the phrase 
“The Place of Dry Water” in an attempt 
to describe the impressive mirages that 
dominate Etosha’s sun-baked horizons for 
much of the year. 

His description resonated powerfully with 
me and I found it the most fitting way to 
describe the vast arid beauty of a national 
park as glorious as that of Etosha.

Having deliberately timed our visit to 
coincide with the prime game-viewing of the 
late dry season, the wildlife scenes on display 
during the baking hot month of October still 
exceeded our wildest expectations. 

After kicking off with the late night action 
of lions downing a giraffe, the game viewing 
(like the weather) refused to cool off. We 
saw so many lions, elephants, rhinos, giraffe 
and zebra that we stopped counting and 
relaxed into enjoying the safari experience, 
appreciating the animal behaviour and 
observing the interactions between species.

It was fascinating to see the ‘pecking order’ 
as lions gave right of way to two elephant 
bulls at their waterhole, while a grouchy 
Black rhino chased a regal kudu bull away 
from his water point. 

“Having deliberately timed our visit to coincide with 
the prime game-viewing of the late dry season, the 

wildlife scenes on display during the baking hot month of 
October still exceeded our wildest expectations. 
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It wasn’t difficult to surmise that water and 
survival are inextricably linked in this harsh 
environment.

At the height of the dry season, the few 
perennial springs and borehole-pumped 
pans that remained had a seemingly 
magnetic attraction on the full range of 
Etosha’s thirsty beasts. 

Our game drives became steadily more 
focused on the waterholes as we opted 
to camp out and let the animals come to 
us. A kaleidoscope of wildlife, dominated 
by the ubiquitous springbok, greeted us 
at every water point, although we also 
enjoyed memorable sightings of endemic 
Black-faced Impala at Olifantsbad, along 
with a Black rhino sizing up two enormous 
elephant bulls at Natco waterhole.

In much the same vein as we enjoyed easy 
game viewing, Etosha’s predators thrived 
under these desperately dry conditions. The 
cats abandoned stealth as they strode 
confidently toward the water’s edge and 
simply waited for thirst to drive the herds 
toward them. 

When a hapless zebra, unable to resist 
the lure of nearby water, was pounced 
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on by a pride of lions, I thought – not for the first time – that 
Etosha offered us a window to glimpse the cruel beauty of  
primordial Africa. 

Having witnessed two lion kills in three days, we decided 
to abandon game drives altogether in favour of a seat in the 
shade, observing the non-stop action occurring around the 
rest camps’ waterholes.

In the dry season, Okaukuejo Camp waterhole offers world-
class game viewing that rivals the best wildlife locations in 
Africa. Sitting on a shady bench gazing out over the waterhole, 
you are greeted with scenes that appear to have been stolen 
straight from a National Geographic wildlife documentary. 

After gorging on giraffe for two days, the sated lions kept 
a lazy eye on the continuous procession of parched animals 
trooping across the blinding-white rock-strewn plains coming 
to slake their thirst at Okaukuejo.

Weary Black-backed Jackals scampered over to the giraffe 
carcass and hurriedly wolfed down chunks of meat before 
scattering as one of the fat felids summoned up the energy to 
shoo them away. 

As darkness began to engulf these scenes, the floodlights 
sprang to life, illuminating the first of the Black rhino arriving for 
an evening drink. In one evening alone, I counted 16 Black rhino 
and one White rhino visiting the waterhole, making it arguably 
the premier rhino-viewing spot in all of Africa.

After five amazing days, we had to tear ourselves away from 
Okaukuejo to move on to Halali Rest Camp. 

En route to the new camp – midway between the western and 
eastern entrances to Etosha – we detoured west and drive through 
the surreal Enchanted Forest. Transformed by ghostly Moringa trees 
into a seemingly supernatural landscape, it left me an uneasy feeling 
and I was happy to leave the ominous place behind.

Halali might not have offered the same quantity of plains 
game that we had been treated to at Okaukuejo, but it thrilled 
us with some memorable sightings nonetheless.

With its enviable site atop a dolomite koppie overlooking the 
picturesque Moringa waterhole, Halali Camp is renowned as one 
of the best places to spot a leopard in Etosha.

Although our leopard remained elusive for the three nights, 
we frequented the raised vantage point. Spectacular sunsets 
provided a strikingly beautiful curtain raiser to the nocturnal 
visits of crash upon crash of Black rhino. 

Marauding honey badgers entertained us through the early hours 
of the morning as they shuffled through camp in search of food.

Because the eastern region of the park sees the highest con-
centration of tourist traffic, we voted to skip Namutoni Rest 
Camp altogether. A positive consequence of all this human ac-
tivity, however, is that the animals around Namutoni are highly 
accustomed to vehicles, making them especially photogenic. 

The reeded waterhole, known as Fischer’s Pan – after the 
German lieutenant who was appointed the unproclaimed 
park’s first warden in 1896 – is also a prime attraction for a 
diverse range of birds along with their attendant flocks of 
keen twitchers.

The “Place of Dry Water” is a wildlife-rich wilderness that stands 
proudly among Africa’s finest national parks. A word of caution 
though: Etosha is so intoxicatingly addictive, it’s impossible to 
visit just once and you will find that you cannot help returning 
again and again. Visit at your peril!
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